Introduction

Pilgrim shrines were beacons of healing, holiness, and truth in the landscape of early modern France. How they became so – in response to pilgrims’ hopes and religious discord – is the story I tell in this book.

Scattered over the kingdom’s landscape in the late middle ages, shrines could be found in cities and towns, or in villages or hamlets not far from a larger settlement. Many were tiny places, largely outside the parish structure, built by local communities, dedicated to the Virgin Mary or a saint taken as a holy protector against disease or natural disaster. Many claimed a spring, a fountain, or a beloved image as their centerpiece. Stories spread about shrines’ marvels and miracles.

But the sixteenth century interrupted the life of these cherished places, as the Reformation and religious wars left a trail of destruction across the French kingdom. A half-century of iconoclasm, riot, and war undermined public order in towns, cities, and regions. Royal and local authorities were under siege. Churches, images, and the material patrimony of Christianity were damaged. Some were destroyed. Yet something equally important – and more elusive than buildings and public order – was left in ruins: a commonly shared agreement about religious truth. In this book, I explore how bishops, chaplains, patrons, magistrates, villagers and townspeople, pilgrims, and visitors struggled to reckon with doubt and iconoclasm by creating pilgrim shrines as natural, legendary, and historic places whose authority might provide a new foundation for Catholic life.

The book’s title, Storied Places, highlights the collaborative process of creating significant places by means of story – specifically the legends, myths, and histories told, retold, revised, and publicized about shrines,

1 For a useful typology of shrines, see Roger Devos, “Chapelles et dévotions populaires dans le diocèse de Genève-Annecy aux XVIIe et XVIIIe siècles,” in Vie religieuse en Savoie: Mentalités, associations, Mémories et documents publiés par l’Académie Salésienne, 95 (Annecy: Académie Salésienne, 1988), 139–47. The Savoyard chapels Devos discusses are functionally identical to the shrines under discussion here.
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over time and across space. Shrines accrued their meanings through story, but they were also built of what nature offered—mountains, valleys, rivers, and springs. A glimpse of what nature and art together wrought can be seen in an early seventeenth-century drawing of Le Puy’s Saint-Michel d’Aiguilhe (Figure 0.1), a tenth-century chapel of Saint Michael built atop a volcanic plug or needle. Part I of this book explores three places, each with its own legend, landscape, and past: Sainte-Reine in Burgundy, two Marian shrines in the central Pyrenees, and Notre-Dame du Puy in Languedoc. Part II recounts how seventeenth-century chaplains authored books about their shrines, employing history, myth, and archives to prove that the shrines were authentic and the truths they exemplified were beyond dispute. Shrines absorbed this complex alchemy of nature, history, and legend. They promised spiritual favors, attracted pilgrims, and bravely tried to counter doubts in a world that no longer agreed upon the foundation of divine truth.

Pilgrim shrines might be described as charismatic because the word’s rich history suggests the dynamism, effervescence, and power of those special places. English-language dictionaries tell us that the Greek-derived word charisma denotes either divinely conferred power or the capacity to inspire devotion and enthusiasm. Max Weber brilliantly highlighted the uniquely creative impulses embedded in charismatic authority, which he saw not just as the attribute of an individual leader or prophet, but also as a feature of collective projects like the formation of new institutions or religious and political movements. Early modern pilgrim shrines embraced all these qualities: belief in divinely conferred power, a capacity to inspire devotion, and the creative potential of charismatic authority.

Weber’s notion of charisma helps us to understand two features of pilgrim shrines that at first seem like odd contradictions, but in the end prove to be sources of dynamic power. Chaplains claimed that their shrines were both old and new: They were ancient places recently reanimated by divine favor, as cures and other miracles attested. Shrines joined the time-honored to the unexpected, a compelling juxtaposition that describes the obviously ancient Notre-Dame du Puy, the ambiently ancient Sainte-Reine, and the newer shrines of the Pyrenees. A second contradiction unites nature, humanity, and divinity. Shrines and their

2 Oxford English Dictionary, sv “charisma.”
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Figure 0.1 Étienne Martellange, Vue de l'Aiguille de St Michel, proche la Ville du Puy (1611). Bibliothèque Nationale de France
spiritual gifts were made of what nature and the landscape offered: rivers and springs at Sainte-Reine, waters and mountains in the Pyrenees, and volcanic landscapes in Le Puy. Hewn from natural elements, shrines were anchored to the earth. Yet at the same time they were created by divine election and human labor. The oscillation between old and new, when added to the sometimes unruly union of humanity, divinity, and nature, produced the most notable features of early modern shrines.

I chose Sainte-Reine, Notre-Dame du Puy, and the Pyrenean shrines for a close examination not because they precisely represent shrines of the era, though they have much in common with popular shrines in France, Spain, Germany, Italy, the Low Countries, and New Spain. Rather, the three places reveal the range of locales, landscapes, spiritual patrons, and histories that pilgrim shrines claimed. Notre-Dame du Puy sat inside the walls of a small city, while Sainte-Reine was in a Burgundian village and the Pyrenean shrines were located outside small hamlets. A major concern of this book is to show how shrines and their legends were constructed out of what nature and the landscape offered. All three places demonstrate this. Sainte-Reine and the Pyrenean shrines were near springs and medicinal waters. Notre-Dame du Puy was lodged into a cluster of volcanic peaks, and one of the Pyrenean shrines was built on a mountain. Many French shrines were dedicated to the Virgin Mary, as at Le Puy and the Pyrenean shrines. But saints’ cults, with their relics and monastic heritage, also drew pilgrims to shrines like Sainte-Reine. The three regions of Burgundy, Languedoc, and the central Pyrenees represent different experiences of confessional conflict, violence, and war, experiences that shaped the shrines’ profiles and appeal to pilgrims in the aftermath of the wars. All the shrines boasted a foundation legend widely known in the early modern period, though details of the legends and their authors varied. Only by taking account of the particularities of specific places can we assemble a broader picture of shrines in the early modern French landscape and imagination.

Historians have long been interested in shrines, their founders and patrons, and the pilgrims who visited them. We have some excellent studies of shrines in early modern France, many of them focusing on what archives best document: how bishops, religious orders, and noble patrons built shrines and promoted pilgrimage. 4 Nicolas Balzamo, Sylvie
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Barnay, William B. Taylor, and others have published compelling studies of shrines' miracles, legends, and images. The online inventory of French Christian shrines by Catherine Vincent and her colleagues provides valuable data about hundreds of shrines across France, grounded in archival research and building inventories. Beyond France, we have valuable studies of shrines, images, legends, and miracles in early modern Europe and colonial Latin America. Many early modern...
shrines were dedicated to the Virgin Mary, and historians and art historians have investigated the Marian theology, iconography, and legends underlying them. Incisive interpretations of images and iconoclasm by Olivier Christin and Lee Palmer Wandel called attention to theologies and meanings of images while also charting the complex politics of image-breaking, all of which shed light on the power of shrines and their images. Nor has pilgrimage been neglected: Work by Victor and Edith Turner and Alphonse Dupront continues to shape the way we understand religious life in the early modern world. Dominique Julia’s
recent work joins extensive archival research to a method inspired by Dupront’s anthropology of religion. Histories of religious life centered on space, the environment, landscape, and nature have opened up new ways of explaining religious change in the medieval and early modern worlds. In his pathbreaking scholarship on local religion in Spain, William Christian took seriously (as few others have) the land, its contours, and the ways human beings lived on and with it. Natalie Zemon Davis showed how differently Lyon’s Catholics and Huguenots understood the rivers, streets, buildings, and public spaces of the city they shared. More recently, historians have fruitfully used the concept of sacred space to analyze confessional contests over cemeteries, churches, processions, and places of memory. Alexandra Walsham traced the many ways the Reformations of Britain and Ireland were embedded in particular landscapes and reshaped the natural world. Natural elements of religion have also attracted scholarly attention, exemplified by a recent volume of the Ecclesiastical History Society’s Studies in Church History series. We now have investigations of the religious uses of water and forests in...

11 Julia, Le voyage aux saints, a book that incorporates many of his previously published articles on pilgrimage and shrines in early modern Europe.
16 Peter Clarke and Tony Claydon, eds., God’s Bounty? The Churches and the Natural World, Studies in Church History 46 (Woodbridge [UK]: The Boydell Press, 2010).
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medieval Europe. Collective volumes on Europe’s “sacred mountains” by historians working on periods from antiquity to modernity engaged deeply with mountain ecologies, economies, and religions. To the scholarship on religion and nature should be added Keith Thomas’ and Simon Schama’s influential studies of nature and landscape. Yet the environmental turn has only begun to transform what we know about religious life, and much is yet to be discovered about how religion and nature mutually shaped each other.

Pilgrimage was central to early modern Catholicism. I recount what pilgrims would have seen, done, and experienced at Sainte-Reine, Notre-Dame du Puy, and the Pyrenees shrines. But this is not a book about the experience of pilgrimage, laying out the range of devotional activities united under the rubric of pilgrimage. Nor is this book an account of Marian shrines, images, and devotion, which have been brilliantly investigated by Bruno Maes, Miri Rubin, Sylvie Barnay, and others. Postwar Catholic restoration is an important framework for understanding pilgrimage, as I will show. But it is not my primary concern here.

Instead, Storied Places takes a specific approach to pilgrim shrines, by shifting our attention from pilgrimage to the places that pilgrims visited.


20 Dominique Julia’s Le voyage aux saints and Elizabeth Tingle’s forthcoming book offer comprehensive accounts of the experience of pilgrimage in the early modern age.

This allows us to investigate the layers of use and meaning associated with particular locations. I propose that we cannot understand shrines without understanding how such places were made. I focus here on place, a concept rooted in particularity and specificity. Some have identified “space” as abstract and measurable, perhaps the raw material from which communities make meaningful places. But Henri Lefebvre showed long ago that space itself was a social creation, the product of power and resistance. Denis Cosgrove offered a similar account of the concept of landscape. So tidy definitions distinguishing place from space and landscape are difficult to sustain. Nevertheless, and despite the cogency of Lefebvre’s and Cosgrove’s formulations of space and landscape, I focus in this book on places and how they were made, taking place to be the product of space or landscape on the one hand, and story and legend on the other.

Because place is particular and specific, it requires that we investigate it in relation to the communities inhabiting it over time. My approach to the making of places includes three elements: particularity, collaboration, and mapping.

Each shrine had its own particularities, growing out of local topography, natural resources, forms of community and governance, and history. Burgundy’s experience of the Reformation and religious wars differed from that of the people of the Pyrenees and Languedoc. Mountains differed from valleys, and water governed all. Each shrine


was fashioned of natural matter, at a particular site, by local stories of marvels and miracles. Miracle stories of the Pyrenees shrines and Sainte-Reine include abundant tales of water’s benefits and dangers. Beyond that, the shrines were near healing springs, thermal waters, and spas. Mountains play a starring role in the legends of Notre-Dame du Puy and the Pyrenees shrines. Each place was also curated so that visitors were close to nature, but shielded from the dangers of real wilderness. The stories told about these beautiful, natural places disclosed generations of human desires, beliefs, and dilemmas leading to the designation of a place to build a shrine.

Collaboration is the second element of my approach to placemaking. By “collaboration” I mean that shrines were built through the contributions of many people, not only religious and secular authorities and aristocratic patrons, but also local communities, pilgrims, visitors, and the authors who took shrines into the world of print culture. This was the work of many generations rather than an intentional collaboration stretching over years or decades. Over centuries Le Puy’s residents built, fought over, and rebuilt the shrine and pilgrimage of Notre-Dame du Puy. Sainte-Reine, Notre-Dame de Garaison, and other shrines were built on communally owned land, a legal peculiarity that caused no end of headaches for diocesan officials who wanted to assert authority over them. For that reason alone we might think of shrines as a kind of commons, a resource open to all and belonging to all. The rich heritage of local stories about divine favors experienced at the places gives us all the more reason to define shrines as the common patrimony of a local community, created in collaboration with church officials, pilgrims, and visitors. Church officials and magistrates built and promoted their shrines, but I will show that villagers, townspeople, urban residents, pilgrims, and visitors had an equal claim to being designated the creators of holy places.

The third element of place to which I call attention is mapping. Each shrine is mapped onto terrain located with reference to mountains, rivers, valleys, forests, fields, and roads. But a shrine also reached down into the bedrock of nature and outward to God in the cosmos. So a shrine linked human beings to God, the Virgin Mary, the saints, and each other in a cosmic order rooted in one point on the earth. Maps were thus as much about networks of persons and communities as they were grids of territory.

25 The recent work of Olivier Christin and his colleagues develops a similar notion of mapping in a rich way. See note 8.
For contemporary testimony about the shrines and their pilgrims I have turned to books published about the shrines by their chaplains, supplemented by local chronicles, travelers’ accounts, travel guides, and eighteenth-century naturalists’ books. Authors of shrine books devised an ingenious blend of history, myth, and archive, in an effort to prove to readers that their shrines were authentic and holy. Admittedly, a seventeenth-century chaplain’s work of apologetic history is a flawed source for the history of a shrine. But this flaw can be turned to good account. For chaplains eager to prove that God and the Virgin Mary favored their place above all others created archives of miracles and marvels experienced there. In effect they created archives of God’s gifts and human faith in God’s benevolent intervention. When read alongside the landscape and other sources like eighteenth-century naturalists’ observations, even these archives of faith show how a holy place was made from the particularities of landscape, nature, and shards of local talk, rumor, and testimony.

An early modern concern threaded through Storied Places is antiquity, in all its guises. Shrines often claimed to be ancient, even if their histories were undocumented or impressively short by seventeenth-century standards. As Simplician Gody, the author of a book about Notre-Dame de Mont-Roland (near Dole in Franche-Comté), commented, “Antiquity and novelty are so equally esteemed that it is quite difficult to judge which of the two should be preferred.”26 Each had advantages when it came to shrines. “Antiquity leads to more veneration, because [the shrine’s] authority increases through the benefit of the ages that preceded us.” Time can erase signs of the past, whereas novelty arouses our curiosity and perplexes us. But in matters of religion, antiquity holds great advantages over novelty, for “to call something new is almost to call it suspect.” Antique monuments provide “no small proof” of “the constant and invariable truth of our faith,” Gody wrote, and thus he admitted that religious claims to antique origins outweighed the curiosity that the latest news could arouse.

Early modern people strongly favored old over new. But what qualified as “ancient” or “antique”? This was a world of many possible antiquities: the Roman past revered by humanists; the pagan antiquity rejected as “idolatrous” by Catholic authorities; the antique Christianity only just being excavated by ecclesiastical historians; the past use of legal claims that jurists prized. The three places explored in Part I of this book represent the range of antiquities that shrines invoked, created, and curated.

Sainte-Reine absorbed the ambient antiquity haunting the Auxois region of Burgundy. Promoters of the Pyrenees shrines boasted about the centuries-long history of Marian devotion in Bigorre and Béarn. Notre-Dame du Puy’s famed Madonna had a legitimately long history, but she seemed to grow older by the decade as she was repaired, displayed, and researched. Judith Pollmann has recently reminded us that almost all early modern claims to authority or rights were also claims about the past. However much shrines set store by novelty and news as signs that God recently favored a place with his grace, antiquity proved an enduring foundation for a shrine, as indeed it did for early modern Christianities. *Storied Places* explains how early modern women and men made, unmade, and remade their religious worlds over the course of the Reformation, the religious wars, and the postwar aftermath. Each chapter of Part I explains how a particular shrine was created out of nature, legend, and history. In Chapter 1 I recount the history of the shrine of Sainte-Reine from antiquity to the late eighteenth century. In Chapter 2 I show how two small Marian shrines in the central Pyrenees – one built at a spring believed to have healing powers and the other on a mountain fashioned into a miniature Calvary – were created on the Catholic-Huguenot frontier. Chapter 3 explains how the Reformation and religious wars transformed the city of Le Puy and its famed Marian shrine from a medieval pilgrim city into a Catholic citadel with an incorruptible image of the Virgin Mary and a revised past. The two chapters of Part II continue the story of the Reformation and religious wars into the world of ideas and print culture. In a religious world destabilized by doubts about salvation, images, and intercession, authors of books about shrines fought back, defending Catholicism by resorting to history, myth, and archives. How shrines acquired their dynamism and authority – authority not uniformly acknowledged, by no means complete, and always under siege – on the new territory of the post-Reformation age is the story to which I now turn.
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